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In response to the phenomenal resurgence of the drum nationwide, Michael has
completely revised and expanded the 1991 edition for all those folks discovering the
power of drumming. This useful book reveals profound teachings about shamanic
drumming, which is a time-honored method of healing and helping others. Trained as a
ceremonial drummer in the Mongolian and Native American shamanic traditions,
Michael presents the first practical guide to applying this ancient healing art to our
modern lives. Through a series of simple exercises, lessons, and rituals, he teaches
you the basic shamanic methods of drumming. The focus is on creating sacred space,
journeying, power practice, power animals, geomancy, drum therapy, drum harmonics,
drum circle dynamics, and the universal rhythmic phenomena that come into play
whenever we drum. The techniques are simple and powerful. Whether you are an
accomplished percussionist or a total beginner, this user-friendly book will help you
harness the power of drumming.
Making great audio recordings requires striking the right balance between technical
know-how and practical understanding of recording sessions. Even in the digital age,
some of the most important aspects of creating and recording music are non-technical
and, as a result, are often overlooked by traditional recording manuals. The Art of
Digital Audio Recording teaches readers what they really need to know in order to
make great sound recordings with computers - both the practical and the technical
information, including: ? What to look and listen for in a recording environment ?
Straightforward advice on recording almost any instrument ? Essentials of digital audio
workstations ? Essentials of recording gear: microphones, mixers, and speakers ?
Fundamentals of understanding and applying EQ, compression, delay, and reverb ?
Secrets to running creative recording sessions ? Practical application of digital editing,
mixing, and mastering A special section identifies solutions to the most common
challenges in the recording studio, and the book also features an addendum with
essential tips and reference information including: ? How to walk into a commercial
studio and be the engineer ? Researching and buying gear: Internet vs. brick and
mortar ? Digital formats: A handy reference As a whole, The Art of Digital Audio
Recording is an essential resource that gives recordists the tools they need to let
technical understanding serve greater musical goals.
Starts with basics like how to set up the drums, hold the sticks and read music.
Teaches rock and jazz beats that make use of the whole drumset, and covers
improvisation, playing "time," and using fills to connect ideas. The DVD provides every
example in the book performed by a live drummer. 48 pages.
Joe Conzo and David A. Perez luminously recreate the life of widely acclaimed AfroCuban and jazz musician Tito Puente in the biography "Mambo Diablo - My Journey
with Tito Puente." The authors chronicle the life of the popular and combative New York
Puerto Rican multi talented musician and entertainer who climbed from his obscure and
poor environment in East Harlem (El Barrio), New York to international fame and
recognition. Countless stories have been written about Tito Puente's percussive
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musical abilities, but rarely has the talent, intuition, mishaps and controversies been
presented in a vivid and personal biography. Joe Conzo was Tito's close friend,
confidant and chronicler for nearly 40 years - no one was closer to Tito or knew him
better, not even his family. Joe tells the story of a man and his music the way it has
never been told. David A. Perez sets down Joe's personal recollections and fits them
into the context of the social milieu and revolving world. Hundreds of articles have been
written about Puente, and three books Powell, Josephine. Tito Puente - When The
Drums are Dreaming, Authorhouse, 2007 (Information re: Tito is based on her
conversations with Tito Puente. The book is self-published and chronicles many of his
activities on the West Coast. There are many inconsistencies, mis-quotes, and errors of
fact.) Loza, Steven. Tito Puente and the Making of Latin Music, University of Illinois
Press, 1999 (A technical work that is based on interviews with people who knew Tito.
The life of Puente is glanced over; the musicians he worked with are almost
overlooked. Joe Conzo is among those interviewed.)Payne, Jim. Tito Puente - The King
of Latin Music, Hudson Music, 2000. (Is presented as an overview of Tito Puente's
music and includes a DVD with footage of Tito discussing his 50-year career. Joe
Conzo provided much of the information for this endeavor.) record some of his
achievements. None of them touch on the personal life of the man, expose his
weaknesses, reveal his intensity for perfection, and describe the musical brilliance in
such a delicate and personal way. Joe and David reveal the inner Tito Puente through
his music, his musical associations and present a man that is more than a flamboyant
percussionist. Tito played piano - and he played it well. Tito played the saxophone and
often sat in the sax section of his orchestra. Tito played the vibes and had an
incomparable style that was exciting, romantic and jazzy. He composed about 500
tunes, probably more. And, yet in the realm of American jazz historians, writers and
critics ignore, brush over and avoid the importance of Tito's music and his contributions.
A prime example of this is Ken Burn's television documentary about jazz - he virtually
ignores Afro-Cuban music, Afro-Cuban jazz. Joe and David reveal Tito's rightful place
in the history of music and give an unbiased, on-the-mark portrait of Puente's
complexities like no book before it. Author and journalist Pete Hamill sets the stage for
the journey in the preface.
This is a handbook on how to perform sacred ceremonies in the tradition of Goddess
spirituality in one's own home with ordinary household items. An annual cycle of
celebrations is included, as is advice on how to set up an altar and use simple tools.
The author, a practitioner of Wicca (witchcraft), expounds the life-affirming, eco-feminist
values of that tradition. Suggestions for rituals and ideas for inventing one's own are
given. Poetry and blessings blend in a title which supports celebration of the Goddess
image in daily life. These rituals are personal, moving rites which celebrate love and
peace, and which act as meditations for considering new rituals, old traditions, and the
course of women's lives.
Miscellaneous Percussion Music - Mixed Levels
This study provides new information regarding the instruction of American Indian music
in Oklahoma, and shows the effect of demographic variables of teachers and students
on pedagogical context and practice.
The Teaching of Instrumental Music, Fifth Edition introduces music education majors to
basic instrumental pedagogy for the instruments and ensembles commonly found in the
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elementary and secondary curricula. It focuses on the core competencies required for
teacher certification in instrumental music, with the pervasive philosophy to assist
teachers as they develop an instrumental music program based on understanding and
respecting all types of music. Parts I and II focus on essential issues for a successful
instrumental program, presenting first the history and foundations, followed by effective
strategies in administrative tasks and classroom teaching. Parts III, IV, and V are
devoted to the skills and techniques of woodwind, brass and percussion, and string
instruments. In all, The Teaching of Instrumental Music is the complete reference for
the beginning instrumental teacher, commonly retained in a student’s professional
library for its unique and comprehensive coverage. NEW TO THIS EDITION: Revision
and updating of curriculum developments, such as coordinating State Department of
Education student learning objectives with the recent Every Student Succeeds Act
(ESSA) New discussion of the NAfME National Standards as they relate to the teaching
of instrumental music Revamping of rehearsing instrumental ensembles chapters,
including new or expanded sections on programming, choosing quality music, and
applying successful rehearsal techniques Updates on references, plus new discussion
questions, and websites and internet links A chapter devoted to classroom guitar
Updates on the use of technology for teaching and learning music More on healthy
performance practice, marching band, and jazz band Online materials located in the
eResources section on the Routledge website.

Indigenous shamanic peoples of diverse cultures have gathered in community
drumming circles for thousands of years. Although most of us did not grow up in
an indigenous shamanic tradition, we can still tap into the healing power of
shamanic drumming. Drawing upon twenty-five years of experience, shamanic
practitioner Michael Drake has written a step-by-step guide to shamanic circling.
In Shamanic Drumming Circles Guide, Drake offers some guidelines for anyone
considering forming a shamanic drumming circle. The guidelines are also meant
to help established drumming circles go deeper and become more effective. For
anyone searching for a drumming circle, this guide can help you find the right
circle for you.
You can continue in the tradition of the drumming greats with The Everything
Drums Book, a straightforward, step-by-step introduction to playing drums with
inspiration and style. You'll be given lessons in tuning, timing, and hand
technique, while developing a unique style all your own. In addition to the
fundamentals of drumming, you'll learn how to play in various styles, including
rock, blues, jazz, R&B, Latin, and Caribbean. Numerous practice exercises help
you put your knowledge to work, while the audio examples help train your ear.
The Everything Drums Bookalso includes: An equipment buyer's guide A music
reading tutorial Instruction for playing with brushes and mallets Tips for
maintaining equipment Guidance on fills and solos Whether you're a fan of Keith
Moon, Steve Gadd, Stewart Copeland, Buddy Rich, Neil Peart, or Tito Puente,
The Everything Drums Book gives you all the tools you need to keep the beat.
Boys' Life is the official youth magazine for the Boy Scouts of America. Published
since 1911, it contains a proven mix of news, nature, sports, history, fiction,
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science, comics, and Scouting.
Exciting projects for every month of the year.
Making your own primitive instruments from simple materials such as coffee cans
and flower pots. Includes 121 figures.
In an age when much of the earth's surface has been explored, the spiritual
realms within us are still, for many people, uncharted territory. This Inner Space
was experienced by shamans and the 'Wise Ones' of all cultures and traditions
who could bring to the surface of consciousness knowledge that could then be
applied to improve the quality of individual lives. Today, the opportunity exists for
us all to experience the reality of transcending distance and time, find new
understanding, and discover the inspiration and guidance to meet all of life's
challenges.Shamanic Experience, packaged together with its unique shamanic
drumming CD, can enable you to:-- awaken and develop your inner senses &
resources-- access other levels of awareness and retrieve information that is
relevant to all areas of your life -- discover that the power of every living thing,
including yourself, lies within
The drum kit has provided the pulse of popular music from before the dawn of
jazz up to the present day pop charts. Kick It, a provocative social history of the
instrument, looks closely at key innovators in the development of the drum kit:
inventors and manufacturers like the Ludwig and Zildjian dynasties, jazz icons
like Gene Krupa and Max Roach, rock stars from Ringo Starr to Keith Moon, and
popular artists who haven't always got their dues as drummers, such as Karen
Carpenter and J Dilla. Tackling the history of race relations, global migration, and
the changing tension between high and low culture, author Matt Brennan makes
the case for the drum kit's role as one of the most transformative musical
inventions of the modern era. Kick It shows how the drum kit and drummers
helped change modern music--and society as a whole--from the bottom up.
Illustrated with charts and diagrams throughout, this guide teaches the
fundamentals of playing drums--from buying a drum set to reading music.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the
United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you
may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with
text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation
process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.
This text is designed to help preservice and in-service teachers identify pathways to
productive teaching and learning for students from culturally and experientially diverse
backgrounds. To better serve an increasingly diverse population, teachers need to be
competent in selecting and developing culturally responsive curricula and instructional
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approaches that better facilitate learning for all students. They must be able to attend to
diversity within and across cultural groups, and validate students' cultural knowledge
acquired outside the classroom. To provide equitable access to learning, they must be
able to strategically select or develop instructional approaches that build upon their
students' learning propensities, cognitive schemata, experiential backgrounds, and
perceptions. The chapter authors in this text present ways of understanding ones' own
thinking (metacognition), and ways of thinking about teaching and learning situations
and constructing productive strategies. The reader is engaged in: *Learning about the
context in which he or she will practice, *Understanding key aspects of student's
cultural and experiential background and learning preferences, *Exploring ways to bring
these factors together in framing and selecting meaningful curriculum content and
learning experiences. The volume is organized into three interrelated sections: Part I
presents two approaches to becoming a competent practitioner; Part II offers
approaches to developing and using culturally relevant pedagogy; Part III addresses
curriculum content and design. Helpful pedagogical features are included to facilitate its
use as a textbook: Each of the three main parts begins with an overview that provides
an introduction and summary of the main ideas addressed and the relationship among
ideas presented by different authors; each chapter opens with focus questions and
concludes with suggested learning experiences; chapter-end references may be used
to expand the reader's knowledge in specific areas.
Probably the oldest known spiritual discipline, shamanism is the timeless art of living in
harmony with creation, providing a universal system to work with today, whatever our
religion or spiritual affiliation may be. A reflection of a living tradition with a supremely
practical approach to life, it teaches skills for living and ways to utilize latent abilities
which we all possess. Celtic Shamanism derives from the native traditions of NorthWest Europe. The shamanic contribution of the Celts and their predecessors has been
overlooked until recently, and is one of the last shamanic traditions to be explored.
While it shares common elements with American, Australian and Siberian teachings, it
derives entirely from Celtic source material. The Celtic Shaman offers a varied and
easily followed plan of self-tuition for anyone interested in Celtic mythology and the
Western mysteries.
The perfect primer for learning Adobe Flash, whether you're new to Flash or updating
your skills You'll get quickly up to speed on the essentials of Adobe Flash with this
clear, task-based book. From the fundamentals of rich media design to specific
techniques, it's a thorough introduction. Using step-by-step instruction, this book clearly
shows you how to draw shapes, use the Timeline, add video or audio, create complex
animations, and much more. Moreover, if you're preparing for the Flash Professional
Adobe Certified Associate (ACA) exam, this thorough guide is the perfect preparation.
Covers Flash essentials for beginners and assists candidates preparing for the Adobe
Certified Associate (ACA) for Rich Media Communication Using Flash Professional
certification Introduces you to the principles and practices of rich media design as well
as Flash basics and essential tools Delves into topics and techniques, including
creating designs using Flash shape tools, the essentials of layers and the Timeline,
using text and symbols, and creating simple animations
Christian F. Brunner, author of several books on pagan spirituality in the Alps, has
practiced ancient healing methods for over twenty years. He is also a Druid in the Order
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of Bards, Ovates and Druids, contributing regularly to the Order's monthly magazine,
""Touchstone."" The author invites you to take a stroll with him through his beloved
Alps, where myths and folk customs still sing of the people who lived there in antiquity,
the Celts. Caitlin Matthews says about the book: ""This is a wonderful book. The Alpine
and Mountain traditions preserve so much lore and practice ""
How to Write for Percussion is a comprehensive resource that clearly explains and
simplifies all issues that percussionists and composers face with respect to each other.
An introduction to African drumming discusses the principles and power of traditional
African rhythms and explains the basics of breath, posture, and orchestration in playing
African music
Young, non-verbal and aggressive adolescent boys often feel constricted within their
family environment, swinging between explosive outbursts and sullen monosyllabic
exchanges. Such exchanges are the disturbing expression of a problem that parents
often feel they can do little about, except reply in kind. The manner in which an
adolescent understands and misunderstands events has a causative role in the
problem of aggression. Michael Currie presents here a new approach that allows
parents and others to take a key role in shaping this (mis)understanding of adolescent
children. Doing Anger Differently presents complex theoretical issues from the existing
adolescent and aggression treatment literature in a set of clear and practical principles,
which are illustrated with case studies taken from the author's years of experience
working with angry boys. Parents, teachers or anyone who has contact with
adolescents can adapt these principles to help them deal with aggressive boys.

The Great Shift is about the new era of humanity. We have entered the new
epoch of humanity's spiritual evolutionary journey into higher consciousness. Our
present world is one in which order is arising out of chaos. Everything is changing
and seeking equilibrium. The conditions are nothing short of a rebirth. We are
quite literally witnesses and participants in the shift from individual to planetary
consciousness. We are part of the emerging consciousness, and the signs are
everywhere. It is here now, and we all have a part to play in it. This book is a
guide to navigating the shift from an old paradigm into a new one. It is deeply
rooted in the shamanic and Taoist traditions, which are a fountain of wisdom and
knowledge for restoring our relationship with the Earth. Shamanism and Taoism
are a way of living in harmony with nature, rather than an adherence to a
religious doctrine. By practicing these ways of being, we awaken our soul calling
and our connection to nature. They provide a myriad of responses to the spiritual
quest of self-discovery. They are ways that embed us in the living web of life,
yielding greater awareness and perspective. These practices are easily
integrated into contemporary life and provide a means of navigating the turbulent
times in which we live.
(Berklee Guide). Play jazz with tremendous facility and authentic vocabulary.
Learn to develop your own sound, perform a wide variety of essential jazz time
feels, and improvise dynamic fills and solos, taught in the tradition of Alan
Dawson and other Berklee luminaries of drum education. This approach to jazz
drumming presents a unique blend of four-way coordination, comping
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vocabulary, and soloing/improvisation concepts, infused with world rhythms. It
will help you to develop a deep, practical understanding of how to play jazz
drums, and to develop your own personal sound and style. You will learn to: *
Deepen your sense of swing and overall timing * Understand the ride cymbal's
critical role in jazz time-keeping * Apply the rudimental language of jazz *
Develop your independence, via some of the great Alan Dawson's signature
exercises and "The Rudimental Ritual" * Play brushes and brush patterns *
Improvise captivating drum set solos * Incorporate world rhythms into jazz * Read
and interpret drum charts
This book contains 20 chapters addressing everything from the origin and design
of the Native American flute to a method for learning to play the instrument and
read its music. Together with the fingering exercises presented in eight lessons,
a number of tunes are included for both the five and six-hole Native American
flute. Old standards, indigenous music, and original compositions are presented,
meeting the needs of beginning to advanced players. This useful and practical
guide to the Native American flute is suitable for either individual or classroom
instruction.
Making music doesn’t have to be about dropping big bucks in the guitar shop or
endlessly fiddling with expensive software. You can make good noise out of bits
of wood and wire, plastic and steel. When you build your own instruments,
creating your own sound comes naturally. Junkyard Jam Band is a step-by-step
guide to making a full array of complete musical projects—no previous carpentry
or electronics experience required. Each build includes tips on how to coax the
best sounds out of the instrument and encourages you to mod the project to fit
your own style. Learn how to: –Bust up your old tape decks for a handheld oldskool Scratchbox –Give your voice a robotic makeover with the Droid Voicebox
–Circuit-bend unsuspecting childhood toys into mutant glitching jazz-punk
machines –Transform cigar boxes into thumb pianos and electric ukuleles –Build
a crackling, multifunction Mud-n-Sizzle Preamp to attach to any electric music
machine Along the way, you’ll explore the physics behind wind instruments,
discover how harmonics work, and get your feet wet with some music theory. To
top it all off, the back of the book includes a soldering primer for total beginners,
along with extra circuits to customize your instruments even further. Build your
own band your way!
This text has plans for 50 musical instruments, including over 100 drawings and
photographs. It teaches the reader how to build their own musical instruments,
using knowledge of a variety of diverse cultures from around the world. It
includes instruments such as: oil drum gongs, thumb pianos, cowbells, tube
drums and willow whistles. All necessary materials can either be purchased or
found in nature or a junkyard.
An authority on American Indian traditions provides complete, thorough directions
for creating dance drums, tomtoms, water drums, and much more. Materials
include such everyday items as wooden kegs, flower pots, coffee cans, buckets,
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and old inner tubes. Also includes instructions for making drumsticks and rattles.
121 figures.
Covers the history of drumming, different drum types, how to care for them, and
basic skills and tips for playing different types of music.
Finding The Fourth Beatle The is the story of The Beatles from 1956-1970 told
through the 23 drummers, including Colin Hanton, Pete Best and Jimmie Nicol,
and some you will not have heard of before. The Beatles’ crises; changes of
musical direction, getting a record deal, and finding the drummer who would put
the beat into The Beatles: Ringo Starr, the Fourth Beatle. ?The story of all the 23
drummers ?Those who could have joined The Beatles, but didn’t ?Expert
analysis of the drummers by drummers ?Why Brian Epstein didn't sign the
Beatles first contract ?Why The Beatles failed the Decca audition ?Were The
Beatles under contract at Parlophone in June 62? ?Who was asked to replace
Pete Best before Ringo ?Why Pete Best was not sacked/dismissed by Brian
Epstein ?Why Ringo became the Fourth Beatle and inspired a generation of
drummers
This book teaches the complete novice everything they need to know to start playing
drums right away. The music lover who has never even sat behind a drum will be
playing drum beats and rolls immediately, learning everything from how to buy a
drumset, hold the sticks and make a good stroke to playing basic beats and fills on the
drumset.
(Drum Instruction). Have you struggled through tedious lessons and boring instruction
books in your desire to learn to play the drumset? If you wish there was a fun and
engaging way to motivate you in your drumset playing quest, then this is it: All About
Drums is for you. Whether it's learning to read music, playing by ear, creating your own
beats, or all of the above, this enjoyable guide will help you to finally start playing the
beats and fills to your favorite songs in many different styles. Plus, learn interesting tidbits on drumset makes & models, care and maintenance, additional percussion
instruments, and other fun stuff about the drumset. This fun-filled, easy-to-use guide
includes: An introduction to the drumset; Step-by-step music reading instruction; How to
create your own beats, fills, & solos; Background on various styles of music, including
dozens of favorite songs; Performing tips; Audio includes over 90 tracks for demo and
play-along. Over 40 favorite songs, including: Come Together * Detroit Rock City * Fifty
Ways to Leave Your Lover * Hurts So Good * Message in a Bottle * Oh, Pretty Woman
* Pour Some Sugar on Me * Shattered * Smells like Teen Spirit * Swingtown * Walk
This Way * The Zephyr Song * and more.
Provides step-by-step instructions for making a variety of drums, including Irish drums,
primitive drums, Latin drums, and drums from the Middle East and India.
DIVThe use of music in helaing from prehisotirc times to the present./div
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